SPECIAL NEWS REPORTS

BARRON’S FAVORITE STOCKS FOR 2018
Stocks to Buy and Hold
Barron’s serves up 10 stocks likely to pay off for investors in the year
to come. These stocks can anchor a portfolio in good times and bad.
This report has become an annual classic, as investors pick up Barron’s
to find the undiscovered gems that will brighten their portfolios in the
year ahead.
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BL are 2.34% one-year and 9.81% since inception; market price total returns are 2.24% one-year and 9.82% since
0% and the net expense ratio is 0.35% with Contractual Waiver through September 30, 2016. The performance quoted
guarantee future results. Investment return and principal value of an investment will ﬂuctuate so that an investor’s
orth more or less than the original cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance quoted.
ent month-end may be obtained by calling 866.776.5125 or visiting ProShares.com. The inception date of the S&P 500
ed returns and volatility are 5/2/2005 through 10/31/2015. Each index and its ETF targets consecutive years of dividend growth as
d 10 years each for SMDV, EFAD and EUDV. There is no guarantee dividends will be paid. Companies may reduce or eliminate dividends
the indexes at reconstitution. Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index. Investing involves risk, including
arantee any ProShares ETF will achieve its investment objective. These ProShares ETFs are diversiﬁed and entail certain risks,
arket price variance, that may decrease performance. Investments in smaller companies typically exhibit higher volatility. International
concentration, differences in valuation and valuation times, unfavorable ﬂuctuations in currency, differences in generally accepted
cal instability. Please see summary and full prospectuses for a more complete description of risks.
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After a year in which highflying Internet stocks captured all
the gains, solid performers like Apple, Celgene, Electronic Arts,
and Foot Locker look poised to outperform in 2016.
Why zombies will carry AMC Networks higher.
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Source: Barron’s 2016 Print-Online-Mobile (POM) Study. C-Suite, Board of Directors and Financial Advisors are
based on those employed in business or the professions. Note: Special Reports listed as cover stories may be
bumped from the cover if changing market conditions require a more timely story to appear here. For more
information on this unique opportunity, visit www.barrons.com.

